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This past month has been a great time. We have been a bit 

more active than usual. I wish I could take some credit, but 

3.3.5 and the anniversary sale probably had a little more to do 

with it.  

The Unified Armistice Association has picked up a handful of 

new members and a great deal of new partner orgs with more 

in the process of signing up. So make sure to check discord 

and say hi to the newest members. I am also excited to see we 

are so very close to the 275 member mark; just 4 away. I hope 

to surpass this by Christmas and would like to encourage our 

members to help. To help a person in need in the ‘verse. To 

help a new player with some advice. To help a player who 

needs to get to or from Lorville. To lend a helping hand. 

The organization has begun to see some changes to leadership 

again. Sadly the leader of the Aerozenith Division has stepped 

down from their place and request a flong leave of absence 

for personal reasons. While they hope to return, they are un-

certain as to when that will be. Mean while, Razarak has filled 

in the spot. Razarak has been the Aerozenith XO for sometime 

and now gets to start calling the shots and steering the future 

of our money making division. We know Razarak will lead this 

division to great things. 

Several other key positions are being filled. Adelwolf has filled 

the recently promoted position of Ship Quartermaster among 

its new place in the council. Several other lead positions have 

been getting people asking about them also such as Lead Med-

ical Officer. So now is a great time to find the job and or the 

division that interests you. 

Keep up the great work. Our name is becoming famous in this 

‘verse. I keep running into people who have heard of us. Usu-

ally in a good way. Until next month, fly safe. 

Spent some time exploring the awesome Aerospace Expo and 

seeing several ships that will be flyable soon, like the Anvil Hawk. 

The State of 
UNARAS 
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As the small speck of a ship in the distance moved, I was confused as to why my scanners were not picking it up. Sure, 

my engines were busted, but not my scanners, they were working fine. I momentarily started to think, maybe it isn’t a 

ship, just a slow moving comet way out in space. I would have continued thinking so, if it hadn't slowed down and 

changed course, now heading toward me. That small speck growing a little. I frantically switched screens routing power 

to sensors. They were certainly working, but what kind of stealth tech could hide a ship that looked so close. Then I 

realized what I was looking at. My scanners were not broken, that small dot was anything but small. It was huge, so 

huge I could see it with my bare eyes from outside my small sensor range. My scanners finally announced its presence, 

as if I needed it announced as it took up most of my view. In twenty years of space flight, I had never set eyes on a Kra-

ken. Then in a moment of need, there it was. That blue and gold shield a symbol of hope and life. With arms out 

stretched, to take me and my ship in. 

Captain Jeremy Shinnings 

The Drake Interplanetary Kraken. The ship the ‘verse 

needs. The Kraken is something else, something we had 

been wanting, and then some. For years players have 

moaned and groaned about the need to move ships from 

point A to point B. The Idris only moving 3 or so small 

ships, couldn't cut it. Rumors floated around about some-

thing big, lurking in the darkness of space. Then in October 

of 2018, we were blown away by one of the best commer-

cials ever presented by CIG. 

Our cries had been heard. A carrier that could hold not just 

4 small ships, but 2 medium ships along with a bay for grav 

bikes. We couldn’t have been more pleased, but we were. 

Not only did the carrier carry ships, it could refuel them, 

repair them, unload and reload them. And give pilots a 

place to sleep and relax mean while.  All while defended 

by a size 8 manned turret, four size 6 manned turrets, and 

four size 5 remote turrets. Not to forget what ever addi-

tional heat your packing on the landing pads! 

Clearly a great thing to have for any larger org, especially 

those out to help any citizen in need through out the 

verse. It could also work great as a headquarters for small-

er orgs in the 20+ member range.  They have to date been 

sold in limited quantities and no account is so far allowed 

to hold more than one. 

DRAKE: EMPOWERING THE PEOPLE 



Star Marine Competition 

By Brewen Shaw 

Coming up on December the 15th 

at 1pm PST / 4pm EST we will be 

holding a Star Marine competition.  

This will be a great opportunity for 

Arbitration members to show off 

their skills and a chance for other 

members to show that Arbitration 

isn't the only division to be fright-

ened  of. 

Those who place high up in the 

competition will be rewared with 

impressive titles showing their 

great skill, along with opportuni-

ties to represent us in other FPS 

competitions that are coming up 

in the near future. There may be 

additional prizes, depending on 

the number of active competitors. 

If you are interested in partici-

pating in this event, please notify 

Brewen Shaw as soon as possible, 

in order to reserve your spot  

in the tournament. 

Remember, while we  

are humanitarians, 

if we cannot help 

pro-tect ourse- 

lves; we will not  

be able to help and 

protect others who 

are in need of our help  

protection. Sign up today! 
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Orgs Galore 

By Brewen Shaw 

 

Over the last month we had a large influx of orgs we work with. 

Five orgs in total have joined along side us in aiming to make 

the ‘verse a safer place.  Who are these fabulous five: Nulltide, 

Sidereum Supremus Ordo Militaris, Valkyrie Security and Logis-

tics, and The Vault Tec Corporation. What do these five orgs 

plan to do in the ‘verse? 

The Vault Tec Corporation is looking to invest in buying and 

selling land,and shelters. NorseLine is a group looking to remain 

small but hire out to do cargo and trade. Valkyrie is primarily a 

PMC looking to up hold UEE space among other things to help 

keep the money flowing in legal ways. Another security org, 

Sidereum Supremus Ordo Militaris also brings to the table 

bounty hunting to help bring those unruly type the justice they  

 

 

 

 

deserve. Lastly is Nulltide. Nulltide is less an org and more a 

military government and a controlling faction with in the Null 

system. Just two jump points over from Bremen or Sol. Null is 

an uncontrolled system by the UEE or other government and is 

instead contested by several governments and factions. 

Now, with over 20 partner organizations  working together with 

us, if there is something you are interested in trying out that 

UNARAS doesn’t cover, check in with our partner orgs and see 

what they offer. Many of them welcome our members to par-

take in their operations and help out.  

 

Check them out and see what options await! 
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Humble Beginnings: Part 3 

By: Blackbird 

 

 

It seemed like the local hubs were filled with pilots with smaller ships never really getting their fair share because they 

couldn't get decent contracts. Things were so bad that one consignment manager Terra quit one day because she just 

couldn't stand how the companies were keeping the pilots at slave labor rates taking advantage of them through cre-

ative contract wording. She was out of work, but well known in the sector as being the one that just couldn't take 

ripping people off anymore. When Bayou and Alama bought her lunch one day she really had no idea that it was any-

thing but a free meal for an out of work manager with friends. By the time lunch was finished she had a new life plan. 

Bayou and Amala had planned things out carefully. They knew an accountant and a job broker that had been raving 

about Terra, wishing someone could fix the broken system where all of the credits seemed to go to far off home offic-

es. Bayou and Amala had quietly bought a new phoenix and hired a pilot that reminded Bayou of Amala long ago. 

Thus was born the Terra, Bayou, & Amala Transport, Trade, and Mining partnership. The business model was 

unique, and there was never a shortage of interested pilots. Terra had a pilot, an accountant, and a job broker to 

compliment her expertise with contracts. They would all four operate off of the phoenix as a mobile platform so 

they could be wherever the business required at any given time. The phoenix was chosen as a smaller efficient ship 

that is just impressive enough to open most doors wherever it landed or docked. A pilot when hired would be as-

signed a ship. Terra would go over each prospective contract and after she was satisfied it was a good deal accept it, 

and assign it to a pilot. After the contract was fulfilled their ship would be refueled and maintained a net profit for 

the contract was calculated (major repairs for maintenance were assigned to the company responsibility). The pilot 

would then be paid 70 percent of this net profit, with fifteen percent going to the Phoenix crew, and fifteen percent 

taken by the partnership to buy ships, pay for maintenance, and pay general expenses. Everyone in the partnership 

from owner to small ship pilot was given an equal percentage of yearly surplus dividends over 30 percent increase 

from the previous year as a year end bonus. The partnership absorbed all costs for problems incurred, and would 

take pay for loss any lost cargo as well as incurred expenses from loss for any client.  

With this model the business grew slowly, but there were always so many contracts and pilots available the employ-

ees developed their own description of the culture. If you were trying to do business with the partnership you were 

seeking Terra's eye. If you were trying to get hired by the partnership you were seeking Amala. While working with 

or for the partnership you were flying with Bayou. 
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Nock and Let Loose 
By: Brewen Shaw 

 

The new Anvil Aerospace Arrow is a sight to behold if you get 

the chance as it flies by. This small stealth combat fighter boasts 

so extreme acceleration and control. Complete with two Scorpi-

on GT-215s, two CF-117 Bulldog Laser repeaters, and a mix of 6 

size 2 and size 3 missile, when this arrow hits its mark it really 

hits it’s mark. 

Pushed forward by 1 main thruster and 2 retro thrusters, this 

ship goes from 0 to out of sight faster then you hear it take off. 

Capping out at an impressive 270 m/s SCM speed. Furthermore, 

with 8 maneuvering thrusters on this small 16m long, 12m wide, 

and weighing in at a tiny 30,752kg it moves to and fro when you 

want it to.  

While it moves fast and is sharp to the touch, the armor and 

shielding leave something to be desired.  

One small shield generator and lighter armor means it don’t 

take much to bend and break this arrow.  

I find it difficult to put this ship in a category with other ships. A 

little over half the weight of one of its common comparisons, 

the  

 

gladius, makes it hard to truly compare. Some say a better com-

parison might be Anvil’s very own Hawk. But the significantly 

better missiles and weapons means it simply out punches the 

poor hawk. The best comparison I have found and it makes me 

sad to compare such a lovely detailed ship to a pile or rust and 

bolts, is Drake’s Buccaneer. Similar in both size and weapons, it 

is the closest thing we have.  

No matter what you compare it to, it really is in a class of its 

own. A sleek beautiful fighter, with low signature, a decent array 

of weapons, and the response time and maneuverability to nev-

er let the enemy get you in their sights, this ship is one that any 

level of citizen should heavily consider for their fleet. 
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The call came in 10:24 local time in Lorville. It was one of the 

nicest days on record in months. The skies were warm from 

weeks of overhead pollution that finally got pushed out from a 

strong western moving wind. 

A “terrorest “ attack are what local controlled news outlets are 

calling it. An attack on a Hurston Dynamics facility left 17 em-

ployees injured and 3 passing by. Local authorities had gunned 

down 2 of the attackers. UNARAS quick response medical team 

was on scene in 6 minutes. That’s 7 minutes faster than the local 

medical teams.  

Upon arrival the team launched out of the Apollo and set up 

right away helping the injured. Security set up a perimeter as 

several medical personnel quickly diagnosed the injured. They 

used drones to move several to the Apollo. Cheese set up imme-

diately and was able to resuscitate one employee. Tanihk  inject-

ed a mild sum of nanites to maintain vitals for several others 

while the medical bays were hard at work trying to repair severe 

injuries. Several with minor scrapes and bruises sat in chairs 

aboard the Apollo awaiting for basic treatment.  

Several Hurston guards had taken down a suspect and had beat-

en him. When medical personal approached to check on him 

they were told to leave and the suspect would not receive aid. 

He walked around behind the guards and attempted to reach 

the injured man. As he leaned down a guard kicked the medical 

officer. Half a second later three of the Hurston guards dropped 

to the ground. “Back away from the medical officer!” an UNA-

RAS security soldier shouted as several moved in surrounding  

the remaining four. 

“We are here to heal everyone, which includes the suspect and 

now your three more guards. I’d hate to have to take care of you 

also.” The medical officer Kyton announced. The guards stood 

down. It was found that the suspect had suffered a fracturing 

jaw, two broken ribs and a shattering radial. The guards had 

some minor electrical burns from the non lethal round used on 

them. They were reprimanded by Hurston for interfering with 

UNARAS’ aid 

Lord Diplomat Fate was quoted saying, “It’s a shame to see this 

kind of violence. It’s a bigger shame when individuals stand in 

the way of medical personnel from helping those who are hurt.” 

                         Story By: Brewen Shaw 



IDAI NEWS 



The things that could go wrong in space are almost as limitless as the stars. 

UNARAS is here to lend a helping hand to those in need. 

We supply medical aid, refuel, and repairs to those trapped in the darkness of that cold lonely abyss.  

We also help by donating food to the hungry, clothes for the noobs, and once even thousands of e-books, tablets,  

and supplies to a school in poverty. 

Sure that sounds cool. Yes, lots of orgs claim to help people. 

But none of them do it while holding the reigns to Javelin, wearing an awesome spacesuit, while playing flaming bagpipes with a Banu 

choir singing behind them! 

Be more than just another citizen, BE A BAD@$$ HUMANITARIAN and make this 'verse jealous they can only imitate, but not be you. 

Find us at the following CIG website: https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/UNARAS  

Or join us on discord: https://discord.gg/sGhJmJn  

https://robertsspaceindustries.com/orgs/UNARAS
https://discord.gg/sGhJmJn

